UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THB NATIONAL I.ABOR REI.ATIONS BOARI)
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS

(succEssoR To

TIME \MARNER CABLE OF NYC),
Employer,
-andCase o2-Rf)-2zoo36

BRUCE CARBERRY,

Petitioner,
-and-

LOCAL UNION NO. B, INTERNATIONAL
BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORI(ERS,

Union.
EMPLOYER'S OPPOSTTTON TO UNrON'S REQUEST FOR REVIE\/V
OF REGIONAL DIRECTOR'S SUPPLEMENTAL DECISION ON
CTTALLENGES AND OBJECTTONS, AND,
UNION'S MOTION FOR IMPOUNDMENT OF BALLOTS
Charter Communications, Inc. (the "Employer") opposes the August t9,

zorg Request for Review and Motion for Impoundment of Ballots submitted by the
Union, Local Union No. 3, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and

it

should be denied.

Additionally, the count of the challenged ballots ordered by the Regional
Director in his August S,2olg Supplemental Decision on Challenges and Objections has
not been stayed by an order of the Board and it should proceed, forthwith, to end the

long-continuing and unwarranted delay in the resolution of the January z5

-

February

26, zorg mail ballot election first petitioned-for more than 15 months ago in May zor8.

Contrary to the Union's mistaken assertions in its request for review, the
Regional Director soundly exercised his authontyto investigate and discretion to
1
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determine that none of the 16or challenged ballots require a hearing

the Union

- because

- as demanded by

no substantial and material issues of fact were disclosed in the

Director's investigation of the eligibility and ineligibility of the challenged voters,
respectively.l
Similarly, the Regional Director soundly exercised his discretion to
determine, also pursuant to Section toz.6g(cXt)(i) of the Board's Rules and
Regulations, that neither of the Union's Objections 6 and 7, alleging the untimeliness
and incompleteness of the Employer's supplemental list of eligible voters, was
supported by an offer of proof that evidenced sufficient grounds to set aside the results
of the election, and those objections were properly dismissed by the Director.2

In relevant part, Section roz.69(c)(r)(i) of the Rules and Regulations of the National Labor Relations
Board, z9 C.F.R. S toz.6g(cXr)(i), states:
Decisions resoluing objections and challenges without a hearing.If timely objections are filed to
the conduct of an election or to conduct affecting the results of the election, and the Regional

'

Director determines that the euidence described. in the o,ccornrrpolnging offer of proof
toould. not constihtte groundsfor setting aside the election if introduced at a hearing,
and the Regional Director determines that any determinative challenges d.o not rsise
substcnfial clnd. rno:terisl fachnl dssues, the Regional Director shall issue a decision
disposing of the objections and determinative challenges... (emphasis supplied).

,

In the event that the Union fails to receive a majority of the votes when the challenged ballots are
opened and counted, then the Regional Director will proceed to a hearing on the Union's Objections r
through 5, to adjudicate the Union's claim that Employer representatives made statements to employees
prior to the election that are objectionable and warrant setting aside the election result. Supplemental
Decision, pp.Z-8.
Ifthe hearing on Objections 1-S does not result in an order setting aside the election, the Regional
Director has retained for further proceedings the Union's Objections 9 and ro, which may be consolidated
for a hearing along with the complaint in what the Director describes as a related, unfair labor practice
case. Supplemental Decision, pp. 9-ro.
The Union failed to submit an offer of proof to the Regional Director in support of its Objections 7
and 8, Supplemental Decision, pp. B and 9, and these two objections require no further discussion here.
Specifically, the Union's purported request for review of the dismissal of Objection 7 should be summarily
denied because it failed to submit an offer of proof to the Region with respect to those allegations, as Sec.
roz.69(a) of the Board's Rules and Regulations requires a timd "written offer of proof'to support any
election objections.
Finallg the Union's Objections 6 and7, Supplemental Decision, p. 8, which are a subject of the
Union's request for review, are discussed further in part IV, below.

o
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Accordingly, the Regional Director's August S,zoLg Supplemental
Decision on Challenges and Objections presents neither a substantial question of law or

policy that departs from Board precedent, nor a substantial question of law or policy in
the absence of Board precedent. The Union likewise fails to present any genuine reason

for reconsideration of any Board rule or policy. The Union's request for review has no
basis in fact or law and it should be seen for what it clearly is: a transparent attempt to

obstruct Section 7 rights. It should be expeditiously denied.
Further, and consequently, the Union's equally baseless application to
impound the challenged ballots should be rejected, and the Regional Director should
proceed with the count of the eligible voters' ballots as ordered by him in the
Supp lement aI D e cislon,

I.

forthwith.

fntroduction.
The Employer provides cable television, broad-band Internet, and

telephone services to more than one million residential and commercial customers

throughout the greater NewYork City area.
The Union is a notorious, and confirmed, serial violator of the National
Labor Relations Act with a "long history of unfair labor practices," and its "organizing

activities have been oft-reviewed" unfavorably in multiple decisions by the Board and
the Courts of Appeals . E.9., NLRB u. Loca.I g, Int'I Bhd. of EIec. Workers, 47t F.3d 999,

4oz(zdCir. zoo6; quoting and citingNIRB

u. Local

S,86tF.zd44,45-46 (zd Cir.

rqBB)).

3
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The Employer and the Union were parties to a collective bargaining
agreement covering approximately r,6oo cable technicians and foremen that expired on

March

SL,

2or7. The Union commenced an economic strike on March zB, zotT and it

remains on strike to the present. Supplemental Decision,p. z.

II.

The Decertification Election Proceeding.
In the midst of the Union's ongoing and failed economic strike (during

which Charter has continuously operated since its inception), employees filed the
decertification election petition on May to, zot8. A mail ballot election was directed on
June r8, zor8 and was ultimately conducted between January z5 and February 26,
2oLg. All the valid ballots were challenged (62 were voided). Supplemental Decision,p.
1.

On April L7,2otg, the Regional Director ordered the counting of 332 of the

challenged ballots cast by employees who had abandoned the strike and returned to

work. Regional Director's April tT,2otS Interim Report on Determinative Challenged
Ballots and Order Directing Opening and Counting of Challenged Ballots.s No parfy
requested review of that undeniably correct order.4 More recently, the Regional

The February 26, zorg Tally of Ballots discloses that 16or valid, mail ballots were received; all were
challenged by one or another ofthe three parties; no ballots were counted; and, the challenges are
determinative of the results of the election.
The 332 ballots that were to be opened and counted are those cast by cross-over, former strikers
who had returned to work before the January 3, 2019 voter eligibility date. They are a substantial portion
of the ballots that were cast in the election.
The Union challenged these 332 voters on the wholly frivolous, bad faith basis that they were
"temporary replacements." the 332 voters were pre-strike bargaining unit employees who were
unquestionably eligible to vote in the election. Interim Report, second and third pages.
e

+

A request for review was required on or before May r, zor9, Interim Report, third page.

4
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Director concluded his investigation of the balance of the challenged ballots, i.e., the
rz69 ballots other than the 332 ballots that were directed to be opened and counted in
the

Interim Decision, and accordingly, issued his Supplemental Decisionwhich Local 3

seeks, without legitimate basis, to overturn.

As set forth in the Supplemental Decisfon, the Regional Director's

investigation of the Union's challenges to 6or ballots (cast by permanent replacements)
resulted in (i) overruling the Union's challenges to 58r ballots, to be opened and
counted, and (ii) zo challenges being sustained because the voters failed to sign their

return envelopes. Supplemental Decision, pp. 3-S.
Additionally, the Director's investigation of the 666 challenges made by
the Employer and the Petitioner resulted in all those challenges being sustained, so none
of those ballots (cast by economic strikers) are to be counted. Supplemental Decision,p.
6.

Thus, the Director's investigation established that a total of 9r3 ballots
should be opened and counted (332 + 58r = 913).5

Pragmatically, the 9r3 ballots (cast by permanent replacements and strikers who returned to work) that
the Director has ordered to be opened and counted far out-number the 686 challenges that he decided
should be sustained (consisting largely of the remaining economic strikers). Since there is a
correspondingly significant probability that enough of the 9r3 are "no" votes so that, even assuming all
the 686 are "yes" votes, counting the latter would not be determinative of the results of the election. The
most efficient and economical course for all parties and the Board now, and the course which is in
furtherance of the important Section 7 right the Union endeavors to frustrate, is promptly to remand this
matter to the Regional Director to open and count the ballots he has decided were cast by eligible voters.
If, as is reasonably expected, the Union fails to obtain a majority of the ballots then counted, the matter
may proceed to a hearing on the Union's Objections r - 5 and the parties will - at long last - close in on a
finish to this case. This mathematical reality underscores why the Union's request to impound ballots is
so insidious, as it is nothing other than a tactic to delay the Region from processing this case to a
conclusion by opening ballots that were unquestionably cast by eligible voters and by adjudicating, in an
evidentiary hearing, whether their votes should stand.
s

5
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On the merits, as demonstrated below, the Union's request for review is

wrong on the facts and the law and should be rejected. Most significantly, it utterly fails
to acknowledge the Regional Director's authority and discretion under the Board's Rules

to decide challenges to voter eligibility, and, election objections, without proceeding to a
hearing on either.

III.

The Union's Challenged-Ballot Claims Fail to Raise Substantial and
Material Factual Issues Requiring a Hearing.

1.

All the strikers were permanently replaced.

The Union's first contention is that the Employer failed to prove that all
the strikers who were challenged by the Employer and the Petitioner had been

permanently replaced on or before the voter eligibility date, and therefore there must be
a

hearing on those 666 ballots.6 Requestfor Reuieu, pp.

8-$.

As it does throughout its request for review, the Union misapprehends the

authority properly and soundly exercised by the Director in this case. The Board's Rules
provide that the eligibility of voters whose ballots are challenged must first be
investigated and the matter may proceed to a hearing if., but only if, the investigation
results in "substantial and material factual issues" that cannot be resolved except in a

hearing.z The Union's request for review asserts that there was a difference of 3o3

It is undisputed that 15 of these 666 voters printed their names rather than signed their return
envelopes; these ballots are void regardless of the individual's eligibility to vote uel non. These 15
challenges must therefore be sustained, in addition to sustaining the challenges to the 65r ballots cast by
permanently replaced strikers.
o

Section roz.69(c)(t)(i) of the Board's Rules and Regulations, Decisions resoluing objections and
challenges without aheaing," states: If ... the Regional Director determines that any determinative
challenges do not raise substantial and material factual issues, the Regional Director shall issue a
decision disposing of the ... determinative challenges,.." (emphasis supplied).
z

6
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between the number of employees whom the Union contends were on strike -- i.e., t5g6
-- and the rz93 replacements and returned strikers on the voter eligibility

list. It further

claims that 3og of the strikers who have not returned to work were therefore not
replaced and accordingly are eligible voters. Requestfor Reuiew, pp. 1o-r.1 (we assume,

without conceding, the correctness of the Union's count solely for this opposition to the
Union's request for review).
The Union concedes, as it must, that the elimination of strikers'positions

for economic reasons results in the loss of voter eligibility for the affected striker.
Requestfor Reuietu, pp. t1-12; and,

see

Lamb-Grays Harbor Co.,295 NLRB

gSS, gST

and 358 fn. tz (tg8q) ("Economic strikers may lose their status as employees for voting

purposes under Section g(bXS) of the Act if ... the employer eliminates the employee's

job for economic reasons ... not predicated wholly on considerationsflouing from the
strike itself'; emphasis in original, citing Kable Printing Co., zg8 NLRB rogz, tog6
(rgZ8), Meridian Plastics, ro8 NLRB zog (t954) and E.J. Kelley Co.,98 NLRB 486

(tgSz)); and, Sf. Joe Minerals Corp.,295 NLRB

ELT, SrT

(rg8g) (same).

In the present case, the Regional Director investigated and determined
that all of the strikers were permanently replaced and none was therefore eligible to

vote. This necessarily includes the conclusion that any positions not filled by permanent
replacements and cross-over former strikers simply no longer exist for legitimate,
economic reasons that do not wholly result from the effects of the strike. Supplemental
Decision, p.

4. It further must

be observed that an employer that has continuously

serviced its very large number of customers for more than two years with the permanent
replacements it did hire and the former strikers it welcomed back to work has

4830-23924642.'
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demonstrated beyond question that it has no open jobs for any of strikers who have
chosen not to return since March 28, zol7, when the strike commenced.

Moreover, the Union puts forward no evidence whatsoever contrary to the

Director's conclusion that the 3o3 strikers are not eligible voters.s Accordingly, the
Union's request for review fails to raise any "substantial and material factual issues" that
compel a hearing on the voter eligibility of these 666 challenged ballots cast by strikers
who have not returned to work in a strike now in its twenty-ninth month.

2.

Former strikers had retired or otherwise terminated their
employment before the voter eligibility date.

The Union next contends that the Regional Director erred in determining

that n7 of the strikers who voted (a portion of the 666 challenged by the Employer and
the Petitioner) and who had retired or otherwise terminated their employment before
the eligibility date were ineligible. The Union asserts, without any factual basis, that
these former employees should be deemed to be continuously on strike and eligible to

vote. Request of Reuiew, pp. 14-16. Once again, the Union fails to appreciate the
Regional Director's responsibility to investigate and determine the eligibility of voters

without

a

hearing where no "substantial and material factual issues" arise in the

investigation.
The Union asserts, regarding the rr7 challenged voters who had quit or
a Additionally, the Union makes no showing whatsoever as to which of the remaining rz64 un-reinstated
strikers, out of the original strikers (or the 666 who cast challenged ballots), would be included in the 3o3
whom the Union contends have not been permanently replaced. Requestfor Reuietu, p. rr. This
underscores the Union's utter failure to raise any "substantial and material factual issues" that compel a
hearing. Separately, as discussed in fn. 5, supre, it is unlikely that even if the 3o3 ballots that the Union
claims should be counted could be identified, that identification issue would likely not need to be reached
once the 9r3 ballots of the undoubtedly eligible, permanent replacements and returned strikers are

counted.

8
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retired from employment during the strike, that: "... it is certainly not the Union's
burden to make ... an evidentiary showing [that the striker has not been terminated]

prior to

a challenge hearing on the

Employer ... challenges." Requestfor Reuiew,p.L4.

The Union is wrong. Absent any "substantial and material factual issues" that can only
be resolved in a hearing, the Regional Director is required, consistent with the Board's
Rules, to resolve the question of voting eligibility without proceeding to a hearing, which
is precisely what the Director did on the status of these rr7 challenged voters.

In fact, the Regional Director determined that none of these tt7 voters was
the subject of any unfair labor practice allegation by the Union and therefore their

terminations from employment were presumptively for cause and lawful . Supplemental
Decision, p. 6.e In the face of this finding, the Union fails to advance any evidence that
any of the rr7 challenged voters continued his or her employment with the Employer

through the voter eligibility date.lo There is no basis to disturb the Regional Director's
conclusion that the employment of these former strikers had been laurfully terminated
before the eligibility date, and the Union's request for review must therefore be denied.

This is to say nothing of the evidence that these former employees all communicated their resignations
and retirements to the Employer.

s

1o

Significantly, the names, home addresses and other contact information for all 112 were included in the
supplemental voter list provided to the Region and to the Union by the Employer on January Bt,2otg,
more than six months before the Union submitted its request for review. Supplemental Decision,p.6.
The Union has had ample opportunity to obtain evidence that any of the rr7 voters continued his or her
employment, if there was any such evidence to be had. The Union merely contends without presenting
even the barest evidence that these rr7 challenged voters remain on strike, and should therefore be
presumed to be aligned in interest with the Union. If there was evidence available to raise a "substantial
and material factual issue" as to these strikers' continued employment, it must be presumed that the
Union would have specified such in its request for review. The absence of even a scintilla of such evidence
in the Union's submission, first to the Regional Director, and now to the Board, requires the conclusion
that there is none. This cements the Regional Director's determination that these rr7 former strikers were
not eligible to vote.
4830-23924642.s
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B.

Every replacement was hired with the understanding that
he or she was hired as a permanent replacement.

The Union mistakenly contends that, because striker replacements are
presumed to be temporary replacements, the Regional Director erred in rejecting the

Union's challenges and concluding that the 6or striker replacements who cast ballots
were permanent replacements and therefore eligible to vote. Requestfor Reuiew,pp.
16-17.

Once again, the Union fails to appreciate and acknowledge that the

Regional Director investigated the status of these challenged voters and concluded:

...I findthatthe additional6orvoters in question [the replacements
who voted] are not temporary striker replacements but rather
permanent employees, and I must therefore overrule the challenges
made on this ground as to them.

Supplemental Decision,p.4 (emphasis supplied). Moreover, the Union fails to advance
any evidence that any of these 6or voters was not a permanent employee. Thus, the

Union is unable legitimatelyto contradict the Regional Director's conclusion based on
his investigation that there is no "substantial and material factual issue" presented as to
the status of the challenged voters as permanent replacements who were eligible to vote.

It is indisputable that "... the parLy challenging the employees' eligibility to
vote ... bears the burden of proof. ..." Aduanced Masonry Associates, LLC,366 NLRB
No. SZ, slip op. at 5, (zor8) (citing Sweetner SuppIA Corp., S+g NLRB tr22,

tr22

(zoo7)), enforced and afiirmed, zorg U.S. App. LEXIS 24494 *2, **13-14 and *3o, zorg
WL 3851562 (D.C. Cir. No. r8-1r931Aug. 16, zorg). The Union has failed to raise any
1()
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factual contention that even arguably shows the replacements were temporary.
Accordingly, there is no basis for the Union's claim that a hearing should be held
regarding the Regional Director's conclusion that these 6or challenges by the Union
must be overruled, and these ballots (excluding the zo that were unsigned) should be
opened and counted.

4.

The General Counsel's decision not to pursue a claim of an
unfair labor practice strike precludes any contrary
allegation or decision by the Regional Director and the
Board in this representation case.

In relevant part, Section g(d) of the Act states: "... The General Counsel of
the Board shall ... have final authority, on behalf of the Board, in respect of the
investigation of charges and issuance of complaints under section ro fof the Act],
and in respect of the

prosecution of such complaints before the Board..." zg

U.S.C. $ tSS(d) (emphasis and alteration supplied). Notwithstanding this clear

Congressional mandate, the Union asserts the unprecedented and entirely unwarranted
view that the Board may, in a representation case, disregard the General Counsel's
exclusive authority to determine whether or not to prosecute an allegation of an unfair

labor practice strike. The Union errs in asserting that the Board may decide that the
strikers are unfair labor practice strikers notwithstanding the contrary decision bythe
General Counsel. Request for Reuiew, pp. 22-29.
The Regional Director correctly articulates the Board's long-standing

policy:

that [its] strike converted to an unfair labor
practice strike, the General Counsel has final authority over the issuance
and prosecution of complaints under Section ro [of the Act]. An initial
finding that a strike was caused by unfair labor practices may be
... Although the Union asserts

11
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made only in unfair labor practice proceedings. Times Square
Stores Corporation, 79 NLRB 36r, 365 (tg+8). As noted above, the

Complaint to issue in Case Nos. oz-CA-22oSBg and oz-CA-z2BLSg will not
allege that the strike was an unfair labor practice strike at any time. Thus,
the strike at all material times must be considered an economic strike and
the strikers who participated therein as economic strikers....
Supplemental Decision,p.4 (emphasis supplied). Based on that unquestioned
requirement of the Act, the Regional Director properly determined that the economic
strikers had lost their eligibility to vote, and their permanent replacements were eligible

Ibid., p.4 (replacements eligible), and p. 6 (strikers ineligible).
The Board's decision in Local 58,IBEW (Paramount Industries, Inc.), 96g
NLRB No. 3o (zor7), enforced on other grounds, 888 F.3d 1313, 12r.9 (D.C. Cir. zor8),
relied upon by the Union, fails to support the radical departure from long-settled law

that the Union urges on the Board here.
The complaint in Paramounr alleged two violations of Section B(bXtXe)
arising from a union's restraints on its members'ability (i) to resign from union

membership, and (ii) to revoke their dues checkoffauthorizations. The Board found
both violations as alleged and argued by the General Counsel. g6S NLRB No. 3o, slip
op. at 3-4. The Board then bolstered its affirmance of the dues checkoffviolation by

noting that the "[union's] policy is unlawful for an independent reason: the [union]
simply had no authority to unilaterally impose any restriction on the revocation of dues
checkoff... because lthe new restriction] was inconsistent with the (contractual) terms
of the members' existing checkoffauthorizations." 365 NLRB No. 3o, slip op. at 4

(bracketed material supplied). The Board explained its authonff to add a second theory
of violation for this allegation with the following:

L2
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Although the General Counsel has not clearly pursued a violation on
this [second] theory, it is well within established Board practice to find a
violation under the circumstances of this case, where all of the underl]ring
facts are undisputed.... Here, the violation is alleged in the complaint, the
factual basis for the violation is clear from the record, the law is well
established, and no due process concerns are implicated....
g6S NLRB No. 3o, slip op. at

4,fn.

17

(emphasis supplied).

The present case is wholly unlike that in Parqmounf. There, the Board

simply, as it always may, added a second theory to support

a

violation it had already

found in sustaining the General Counsel's complaint.ll Here, after investigating and
determining that there was no factual basis for it, the General Counsel has refused to
pursue the Union's allegation that its economic strike was converted into an unfair labor
practice strike. The Union now would have the Board ignore the General Counsel and
become the Act's independent prosecutor, adding new allegations to a complaint. There
is a world of difference between adding a legal theory to

justift

an already existing

complaint allegation, and adding an entirely new, factually distinct allegation that was

" 365 NLRB No. 3o, slip op. at 4, enforced on other grounds, BBB F.gd 1313, 1319 (the Court declined to
consider the Board's second basis for finding the checkoff revocation violation). Subsequent to its
Paramount decision, the Board has specified four requirements to find an unfair labor practice on a
theory that is not clearly articulated by the General Counsel. DirectSat tlSA, LLC, g66 NLRB No. 4o, slip
op. at 1 (zor8), enforced 925 F.3d rz7z, tz78-rzfg (D.C. Cir. zorg). None of the Board's due process
requirements would be met here; they are:
(r) Whether the language of the complaint encompasses the legal theory on which the violation is
based; here, the General Counsel has dismissed the allegation of conversion to an unfair labor practice
strike and it will not be encompassed in any complaint that issues in this matter.
(z) Whether the facts necessary to find a violation on the alternative theory are complete in the
record; here, the General Counsel would not offer the additional facts and the Employer would object to
all such unwarranted litigation, and the record would be incomplete.
(3) Whether the law is well settled; here the legal issues of when and how a strike conversion
occurs are not well-settled, see, e.g.,NZRB u. Harding Glass Co., Bo F.gd 7, rz (t* Cir. rgg6) denying
enforcement in relevant part to 316 NLRB g8S (rgqS).
(+) Whether there are differences between the theory litigated by the General Counsel and the
alternative urged to support the finding ofan unfair labor practice; here the General Counsel has
dismissed the allegation of a conversion to an unfair labor practice strike, and the General Counsel and
the Employer will oppose any effort by the Union to re-litigate the dismissed allegation.
13
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previously rejected by the General Counsel.l2 Allowing the Union's request here would
undermine Section S(d) in every election objections or challenged ballots case where the
General Counsel has determined a charge to be without merit.13

Allowing the Union to make and attempt to prove these extraordinary
allegations of unfair labor practices in the representation case would result in the Board

violating the General Counsel's control of unfair labor practice complaints before the

Board. The Board should not, and consistent with Section g(d) cannot, permit the
Union to pursue unfair labor practice claims that the General Counsel has already
dismissed in this case.

fV.

The Union's Election Objections 6 and 7 Were Unsupported by an
Adequate Offer of Proof and Were Properly Dismissed.
The Union contends that the Employer failed to provide an accurate and

timely list of eligible voters because the list submitted omitted "involuntary
separations," Objection 6, and, those the Employer "had deemed to have resigned,"

Objection 7. Request for Reuieu, p. r1i and, Supp lemental Decision, p. 8.
At the outset, it should be observed that the Regional Director dismissed
Objection

7 because:

"The Union did not provide an offer of proof in support of the

tz Beyond

proof of individual violations of Section B(aXS) of the Act, there would necessarily be
substantial additional evidence needed to convert the Union's economic strike to an unfair labor practice
strike: (i) proof that knowledge of the specific, alleged Section 8(aXS) violations was disseminated to the
strikers, (ii) further proof of how the alleged violations contributed to prolonging the strike, and (iii) proof
of whether and how the Union publicized these specific violations during the strike. See, e.g ., Harding
Glcss, supra, Bo F.3d at 12.
rs Doing so would also lead to disorderly proceedings in which the General Counsel would oppose putative
unfair labor practice allegations asserted by every disappointed charging party involved in a consolidated
representation case.

L4
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objection. &ryplemental Decision,p. B. The Board's Rules and Regulations require the
objecting parry to submit a substantive and timely offer of proof to the Region during

the Director's investigation under Sections roz.69(a) and roz.66(c), which must identifii
the witness or witnesses that would testifii in support of the objection, and a summary of
each such witness's testimony. In the absence of an offer of proof, the dismissal of

Objection 7 should be summarily affirmed.

In addition, the Regional Director states in his Supplemental Decisron that
Objections 6 and 7 allege (i) that the Employer omitted the names of 3or employees

from its original voter list, (ii) these employees were the subject of then-pending unfair
labor practice charges, and (iii) the 3or former employees should have been included in
the list of eligible voters because they were the subject of an unfair labor practice

proceeding. Supplemental Decision, p. 8. In contradiction to these Union allegations,
the Regional Director determined that none of the 3or individuals was to be included in
any unfair labor practice complaint, and therefore their terminations from emplo5rment
are presumed to be for cause and lawful under the Act. The Director further ruled that,

"the Employer's omission or belated submission of the names and addresses for these
additional ineligible voters was not objectionable, and Objection 7 related to the

untimely list is overruled." Supplemental Decision, p. 8 (emphasis supplied).4
The 3or individuals identified as eligible voters by the Union in Objection

'+ Section roz.69(c)(r)(i) of the Board's Rules and Regulations, Decisions resoluing objections and
challenges tuithout a heaing, states: "If timely objections are filed to the conduct of an election or to
conduct affecting the results of the election, and the Regional Director determines that the euidence

described.inthe o.ccomlpantging offer of proof uouldnot cottstitute ground.sfor setting
aside the election if introduced at a hearing ... the Regional Director shall issue a decision disposing of

the objections ..." (emphasis supplied).

15
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7 are

not in fact to be named in any unfair labor practice proceeding, and their

terminations from employment are presumptively lawful and for cause. Lawful
terminations cannot be the basis of a finding that these terminations adversely affected
the results of the election and cannot be objectionable. Accordingly, the Union's request

for review of the Regional Director's dismissal of Objective 7 must be denied.
The Union's request for review argues further, with respect to Objection 6,

that the voter eligibility list was inaccurate and untimely because the omitted
individuals had been strikers who were presumed to continue as strikers unless
affirmatively shown to have been terminated. Requestfor Reuieu, p. 15. This argument
is contrary to the allegations made by the Union in its Objections, a copy of which is
attached to the &ryplemental Decision. The Union's Objection 6 actually states:

Charter, by its agents and/or representatives, provided an inaccurate
Excelsior (employee eligibility) list by failing to include a list of involuntarily
[sic] separations, which is the subject of a [sic] pending unfair labor practice
charges (oz-CA-zz3r59 and oz-CA-zzob39) wherein Local3 alleged, inter
alia, that Charter unlawfully terminated employees for engaging in activity
protected by the Act.
As set forth correctly by the Director in his Strpplementa.I Decisron, Objection 6 alleges

only that the omitted names were individuals included in the enumerated unfair labor
practice charges and does not assert any presumed continuation of employment as a

striker
The Regional Director explained further, regarding Objection 6 and the

individuals actually alleged to be discriminatees in the unfair labor practice cases cited

bythe Union in Objection 6, as follows:

[T]he [unfair labor practice] complaints to issue will allege the
16
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unlawful termination of 9 employees. However, those 9 employees'names
all appeared on the fEmployer's] Voter List. Inasmuch that those names
were not omitted from the Voter List, Objection 6 is overruled.
Supplemental Decisfon, p. 8.

In sum, none of the 3or individuals alleged to be eligible voters by the
Union in Objection 6 is to be named in any unfair labor practice proceeding. And, even

if the Union were permitted to raise now its claim of continued employment that is
nowhere to be found in Objection 6, their terminations are presumptively lawful and for
cause. Thus, their ineligibility to vote cannot be objectionable.

Finally, the standard for proof of objectionable conduct requiring the
Board to proceed to a hearing on a party's allegations of election objections is similar to

that required for

a hearing on challenged

ballots.

... An evidentiary hearing is appropriate only "[w]hen an objecting party
raises substantial and material issues of fact sufficient to support a prima
facie showing of objectionable conduct." ... Our standard requires that {the
objecting party) cite "specific events and specific people to show that the
facts it alleges, if true, would make a prima facie case of objectionable

conduct.... In general, conduct is objectionable if it interferes with the
freedom of employees to vote how they wish.... (citations omitted;
bracketed alteration in original; addition in braces supplied).

Jacmar Foodseruice Distributionu. NLKB, zor8 U.S. App. LEXIS r++6S at "* 4-5 (D.C
Cir. No. L7-rLSo,May zg, zorS) Qter curiam), enforcing and affirming g6S NLRB No. 9r
and 365 NLRB No. g5 @otZ). The Court affirmed the Board's denial of an evidentiary

hearing on the alleged objections. Ibid. at *6.
Similarly, the Court affirmed the Board's refusal to proceed to an
evidentiary hearing on alleged election objections inXPO Logistics Freight,Inc. u
NLKB, stating:

L7
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... tA] party does not have an automatic right to a hearing on it objections....
An evidentiary hearing is called for only when a party makes aprimafacie
showing of substantial and material issues of fact that, if true, would
warrant setting aside the election.... A prima facie showing "cannot be
conclusory."... Rather, it "must point to specific events and specific
people."... (citations omitted; brackets supplied).

zor8 U.S. App. LEXIS r4r88, "4 (D.C. Cir. No. L7-rr77, May 25, zor8) (per curiam),
enforcing g6S NLRB No. ro5 (zorZ)
The Union has no automatic right to a hearing and has failed to establish

substantial and material issues of fact connected to its Objections 6 and 7. Accordingly,
the Regional Director acted well within his discretion in dismissing these objections

without an evidentiary hearing.

V.

Conclusion.
Based on the foregoing and the entire record in this case, the Union's

August tg, 2org Request for Review and Motion for Impoundment of Ballots must be
denied in its entirety, and the Regional Director should be directed to count the
challenged ballots as ordered in his August S,2oLg Supplemental Decision on
Challenges and Objections.

Dated: August 26, zotg at NewYork, NewYork.
Respectfully submitted,
Kauff McGuire & Margolis LLP
Attorneys for the Employer,
Charter Communications, Inc.
By:
G. Peter Clark
ThirdAvenue
9So
- 14th Floor
NewYork, NY tooz2-2775
Tel. zrzlgog-o7ro
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CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE BY ELECTRONIC MAIL
The undersigned, an attorney admitted to practice before the Courts of the State of New

York, and legal counsel for the Employer herein, certifies under penalty of perjury of the
laws of the United States, that, on August 26,2or9, he caused a true and correct copies
of the foregoing EMPLOYER'S OPPOSITION TO THE UNION'S REQUEST FOR

REVIEW OF REGIONAL DIRECTOR'S SUPPLEMENTAL DECISION ON
CHALLENGES AND OBJECTIONS AND MOTION FOR IMPOUNDMENT OF
BALLOTS to be served upon:

Mr. John J. Walsh, Jr., Regional Director, National Labor Relations Board,
Region z, ia electronic mail at Jack.Walsh@NlRB.gov;
Matthew J. Antonek, Esq., legal counsel for the Petitioner - Bruce
Carberry, via electronic mail at MAntonek@outlook.com; and,

MarV Glennon, Esq.,legal counsel for the Union - IBEW Local3, via
electronic mail at MGlennon@abgllaw.com;

all pursuant to the "E-Filing" rules of the National Labor Relations Board, 29 C.F.R.

S

roz.5(c), (0 and (h).
Dated: August 26, zot9.

G. Peter Clark
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